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Background

prior to market reforms

Ethiopia

• All commercial farms remained under state control

• Fixed pan-territorial  coffee and other grains prices

• Restrictions on private inter-regional grain 

movements and producers’ grain quota (Lirenso 

1987 and Franzel, et.al., 1989).

• Government embraced market oriented economic 

polices in 1991. 

• Adoption of structural adjustment programs, 

abolishment of agricultural price control

CIV
• CAISTAB was under the complete control of 

the central government and determined 

payments for all the stages along the marketing 

chain, including the producers’ remuneration 

(Cardenas 2002).

• 1998 adoption of market reforms

• Intervention of private sector
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Current trading 

systems

Ethiopia

• Ethiopian Commodity Exchange (ECX)

• Spot and online trading

• Centralised trading platform

• Dissemination of market and price data

• Grading and storage facilities

• Risk management

CIV
• Central body le Conseil du Café-Cacao 

(CCC) responsible for the management, 
regulation, development and price 
stabilisation of cocoa and coffee.

• New marketing mechanism involving the 
forward sale of 70 to 80% of the coming 
year’s crop through auctions.

• Floor price dissemination but ceiling 
price is not disseminated
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Hypotheses
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Types of coffee, currency used 

& transaction costs data.

Ethiopia
• Arabica

• Higher price than Robusta

• Transaction costs include farm gate price to port of  
embarkation. Measured by COMMODAFRICA 

• All prices and costs are calculated using US cents. 

Fixed effects model has been used to deal with the 
unobserved variable “quality”.

CIV
• Robusta 

• Lower price than Arabica

• Transaction costs include farm gate price to port of  
embarkation. Measured by COMMODAFRICA 

• All prices and costs are calculated using US cents. 
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Showing trends in Producer’s

price in comparison to 

International price
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Showing trends in transaction costs in CIV and 

Ethiopia
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Secondary data analysis 

& Interpretation

• Descriptive statistics

• Correlation Matrix

• Fixed Effects (EF)estimation technique 

• Percentage change analysis

• Indexes
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Secondary data

key findings
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Ordered logit analysis

key findings
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Key findings from the 

Thematic analysis

Ethiopia

Synthesising the main themes in a tentative 
statement Ethiopia dataset:

❖Efficiency of the centralised trading system 
can be improved by improving infrastructure, 
making use of modern technology for grading 
while providing access to appropriate services 
that offer access to storage facilities, credit 
and training for farmers and their 
organisations.

CIV

Synthesising the main themes in a tentative 

statement CIV dataset:

❖An efficient trading system can be achieved 

by reducing the number of intermediaries, 

improving transparency and providing 

mechanisms for risk management while 

offering access to appropriate services such 

as storage facilities and credit for farmers. 
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Key recommendations 

(policies)

❖ Futures trading as well as spot trading should be considered to improve transparency (Ethiopia).

❖ Policy makers should facilitate the embedment of hedging functionality into the terms of contract intermediaries such as 

cooperatives, input suppliers, financiers and buyers offer to farmers, and this could be extended to microfinance 

organisations, relevant to both countries (Rashid et al., 2010).

❖ There is “no one size fits all” commodity exchange. Thus, undertaken a research prior to establishing a commodity 

exchange is essential. This will help countries to establish one that meet the needs of smallholder farmers and other 

service users (CIV). 

❖ Provision of storage facilities could be managed through cooperatives, relevant to both countries

❖ Best practice can be shared across countries. For example, zero default policy in Ethiopia can be replicated in CIV.
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